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Abstract
We provide a minimal counterexample to the correctness of an algorithm proposed by R. Tarjan for decomposing a graph by maximal
clique separators. We also suggest a modification to that algorithm
which not only corrects it but also retains its O(nm) time complexity.

1

Introduction

Procedures for decomposing graphs into smaller pieces often play a central
role in graph theory. Particularly, a type of graph decomposition which
has found many interesting applications is that of decomposition by clique
separators. In [5], R. Tarjan proposed an O(nm) algorithm that decomposes
a graph by clique separators, and showed how these decompositions can be
used to efficiently solve many classical problems such as vertex coloring,
maximum independent set, among others, in some graph classes.
Tarjan added a note at the end of his paper proposing a simple modification of his algorithm to find a decomposition by maximal clique (maxclique)
separators, and claimed this modified algorithm retained the same time complexity. This algorithm has been used, for example, to recognize some classes
of path graphs [2, 4].
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In this work, we provide a (minimal) counterexample to the correctness

of the maxclique decomposition algorithm specified in [5], and propose a
modification to it in order to obtain a correct algorithm which retains the
O(nm) complexity.

2

Definitions and preliminary results

Definitions and notations not specified here are standard and can be found
in [1].
An elimination ordering of G is a total ordering of V (G). For ease of
notation, we shall in general also treat an elimination ordering as a bijection
between V (G) and {1, . . . , n}. Given an elimination ordering π of G, we say
u, v ∈ V (G) are fillable w.r.t. π if they are nonadjacent and there exists a
path P = u, x1 , . . . , xk , v in G such that
π(xi ) < min{π(u), π(v)}
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The set Fπ of fill-in edges created by π is the set of all
fillable pairs of vertices of G. A minimal elimination ordering (m.e.o.) of G
is an elimination ordering π such that there is no other elimination ordering
π 0 of G such that Fπ0 ⊂ Fπ .
For an example of these concepts, see Figure 1. Note that the ordering
presented in Figure 1(b) is not minimal.
Finding an elimination ordering with minimal (w.r.t. inclusion) set of
fill-in edges can be done in O(nm) time by a variation of lexicographic
breadth-first search which is due to Rose, Tarjan, and Lueker [3]. This
contrasts with the fact that the problem of finding an elimination ordering
with minimum (w.r.t. cardinality) set of fill-in edges is NP-hard (Yannakakis
1981, cf. [5]).
Given an elimination ordering π and a vertex v of G, we define
Cπ (v) = {u ∈ V : π(u) > π(v) and uv ∈ E ∪ Fπ }.
Note that, once Fπ is known, determining Cπ (v) for all v can be done
in O(m + |Fπ |) = O(nm) time since, for each uv ∈ E ∪ Fπ , exactly one of
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Figure 1: A graph (a) and two elimination orderings (b–c), along with the
fill-in edges they create (represented by dashed lines).
v ∈ Cπ (u) or u ∈ Cπ (v) is true, so that a simple traversal of the set E ∪ Fπ
is enough to determine all of these sets.
We are now ready to specify Tarjan’s clique decomposition algorithm
(Algorithm 1 below), which uses those sets Cπ (v) that are cliques to separate
a given graph.

Algorithm 1: Tarjan’s clique decomposition algorithm
Input: A graph G.
Output: A decomposition of G by clique separators, if one exists.
Compute an m.e.o. π of G ;
foreach v ∈ V do compute Cπ (v) ;
foreach v ∈ V in increasing order w.r.t. π do
if Cπ (v) is a separating clique of G then
A(v) ← the vertex set of the conn. comp. of GrCπ (v)
containing v;

G1 ← G[A(v) ∪ Cπ (v)]; 
G2 ← G r A(v);
“decomposition step”

G ← G2
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Since each decomposition step can be performed in O(m) time with,

say, a breadth-first search, and since at most n − 1 decomposition steps can
separate G, the total running time of Algorithm 1 is O(nm).
In order to obtain an algorithm that performed decomposition by maxclique separators, Tarjan proposed some modifications to Algorithm 1, resulting in Algorithm 2 below.

Algorithm 2: Tarjan’s proposed maxclique decomposition algorithm
Input: A graph G.
Output: A decomposition of G by maxclique separators, if one exists.
Compute an m.e.o. π of G ;
foreach v ∈ V do compute Cπ (v) ;
foreach v ∈ V in increasing order w.r.t. π do
if Cπ (v) is a separating clique of G then
A(v) ← the vertex set of the conn. comp. of GrCπ (v)
containing v ;
B(v) ← V r(A(v) ∪ Cπ (v)) ;
if S = Cπ (v) ∪ {v} is a maxclique of G and A(v) 6= {v}, or
0
∃B 0 ⊂ B(v) s.t. S = Cπ (v)
 ∪ B is a maxclique of G then
G1 ← G[A(v) ∪ S]; 
G2 ← G[B(v) ∪ S];
“decomposition step”

G ← G2 ;

Unfortunately, Algorithm 2 is not correct. For a (minimal) counterexample, consider elimination ordering (c) of the graph of Figure 1. Note that
since that graph is not chordal and only one fill-in edge is created, the ordering is minimal (indeed, it is minimum). We have Cπ (1) = Cπ (2) = {3, 4},
Cπ (3) = {4}, Cπ (4) = {5}, and Cπ (5) = ∅. Therefore, even though G has
two separating maxcliques, namely {1, 4} and {2, 4}, none of these is found
by the algorithm.
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A new algorithm
Algorithm 3: Decomposition by Maxclique Separators, DMS
Input: A graph G.
Output: A decomposition of G by maxclique separators, if one exists.
Compute an m.e.o. π of G ;
foreach v ∈ V do compute Cπ (v) ;
foreach v ∈ V in increasing order w.r.t. π do
if Cπ (v) is a separating clique of G then
A(v) ← the vertex set of the conn. comp. of GrCπ (v) containing v ;
B(v) ← V r(A(v) ∪ Cπ (v)) ;
if ∃A0 ⊂ A(v) s.t. Cπ (v) ∪ A0 is a maxclique
of G and A0 6= ∅ then

0
G1 ← G[A(v) ∪ (Cπ (v) ∪ A )]; 
G2 ← G[B(v) ∪ (Cπ (v) ∪ A0 )];
“type (i) decomposition step”

G ← G2 ;
else if ∃B 0 ⊂ B(v) s.t. Cπ (v) ∪ B 0 isa maxclique of G then
G1 ← G[A(v) ∪ (Cπ (v) ∪ B 0 )]; 
G2 ← G[B(v) ∪ (Cπ (v) ∪ B 0 )]; “type (ii) decomposition step”

G ← G2 ;

Theorem 3.1. Algorithm DMS has O(nm) time complexity.
Sketch of proof. For each v ∈ V , testing whether Cπ (v) is a separating
clique of G can be done in O(m) time with, say, a breadth-first search.
Computing A0 and B 0 , as defined in the algorithm, takes O(m) time using
a simple greedy procedure. Since this process is done at most O(n) times,
the total complexity is O(nm).



The proof of correctness of Algorithm DMS is largely based on the following.
Lemma 3.2 (Central Lemma). Let C be a minimal separating clique of G,
let Vi be the vertex set of a connected component of GrC, and let vi be the
maximum vertex of Vi w.r.t. π. If vi is not the maximum vertex of GrC,
then
Cπ (vi ) = C.
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The proof of this result is similar to the one found in [5], and is omitted.

Theorem 3.3 (Correctness, part 1). If G has a maxclique separator, then
for any minimal ordering π of G, some decomposition step of an execution
of Algorithm DMS separates G.
Sketch of proof. Let S be a separating maxclique of G, and let S 0 ⊆ S
be a minimal separating clique of G. By the Central Lemma, there exists
at least one vertex v of G such that Cπ (v) = S 0 . Using the notation of
Algorithm DMS, if S rS 0 ⊂ A(v), then in the worst case a decomposition
step of type (i) at v occurs. If S rS 0 = A(v), then GrS 0 has at least three
connected components since S separates G. Hence, again by the Central
Lemma, there exists a vertex u ∈ B(v) such that Cπ (u) = S 0 , so that in
the worst case a decomposition step of type (ii) at u occurs. Otherwise, if
S rS 0 ⊆ B(v), then in the worst case a decomposition step of type (ii) at v
occurs.



Note that Algorithm DMS works at each step by decomposing G into
two parts, and then discarding one of them. Therefore, it is necessary to
prove that the discarded part contains no maxclique separators.
Lemma 3.4. If Cπ (v) separates G, then v is the maximum vertex of A(v)
w.r.t. π.
Sketch of proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that there exists w ∈ A(v)
s.t. π(w) > π(v). If v and w are adjacent, then w ∈ Cπ (v), a contradiction
since by definition A(v)∩Cπ (v) = ∅. Otherwise, by induction on the distance
between v and w, it can be shown that v, w are fillable, which also implies
w ∈ Cπ (v), a contradiction.



Theorem 3.5 (Correctness, part 2). For any graph G and any minimal
ordering π of G, each decomposition step of Algorithm DMS creates at least
one atom.
Sketch of proof. We prove by induction on k that if an execution of Algorithm DMS on a graph G with ordering π has k decomposition steps,
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then each one creates an atom. If k = 0 then the result follows vacuously.
Consider an execution that has k decomposition steps, the first of which
happens at vertex v and separates G into G1 and G2 .
After this decomposition step, the execution proceeds in exactly the same
way as a fresh execution on G2 with the appropriate ordering, so that by
the induction hypothesis each of the decomposition steps following the one
at v creates at least one atom.
Therefore, all that is left to prove is that G1 is an atom. Let M be
the first separating maxclique of G which was found by the algorithm (i.e.,
M = Cπ (v) ∪ A0 if the step was type (i), and M = Cπ (v) ∪ B 0 if the step
was type (ii)), and let π1 be the restriction of π to the vertices of G1 .
It is easy to see that Cπ1 (x) = Cπ (x) for all x ∈ A(v).
Now suppose for a contradiction that G1 has a separating maxclique
S and let S 0 ⊆ S be a minimal separating clique of G1 . At most one
connected component of G1 r S 0 can contain vertices of M , since it is a
clique, and therefore, since by Lemma 3.4 all vertices of A(v) come before all
vertices of Cπ (v) in π1 , it follows by the Central Lemma that S 0 = Cπ1 (x) for
some x ∈ A(v). Furthermore, since Cπ1 (v) does not separate G1 , it follows
that x 6= v, and therefore by Lemma 3.4 we have that π1 (x) < π1 (v), a
contradiction since in this case some decomposition step of Algorithm DMS
on G would have occurred at a vertex before v.
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